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Players are in pursuit of wild game, such as elk, moose and rams, while a motorized big buck moves
swiftly across the forestlike playing field. Strike the buck with the pinball and start multiple ball
action. All Rights Reserved. Big Buck Hunter is a registered trademark of Play Mechanix, Inc.
Players are in pursuit of wild game, such as elk, moose and rams, while a motorized big buck moves
swiftly across the forestlike playing field. Big Buck Hunter is a registered trademark of Play
Mechanix, Inc. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use thirdparty cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies
will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to optout of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Stern Pinball, Inc. Year Other machines
made by Stern Pinball, Inc.Know anything about this game. Then why not contribute a
description.Scarce There are 3 known instances of this machine owned by Big Buck Hunter Pro
collectors who are active members. Of these, 3 of them are original dedicated machines Wanted No
active members have added this machine to their wish list.Contribute a description or text
information.Plug and Play Arcade Game JAKKS.If you wish to use material from our web sites, please
take a look at our Acceptable Use, Copyright, and Trademark Page. Except as described on that
page, any use of the information found here may not be copied or reprinted on any medium, either
physical or electronic, without the express
written.http://www.degrossier.nl/uploads/dcr-dvd202e-manual.xml

big buck hunter pro manual, big buck hunter pro arcade manual, big buck hunter pro
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For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. The link
above is not a manual, but a parts list. I assume there is a also a more general manual for
maintenance etc. I have checked the Stern page, but it’s just the same parts list. Does anyone know
where I can get one Cheers! Sorry but good luck. Sorry but good luck.Anyone else have a copy of
know where I can get one Maybe I will drop Stern an email and see if they have one. Thanks for the
other link, if I cannot find an electronic version, this will have to be it. Now available on Android. All
the fastpaced action of Big Buck Hunter Pro, in the palm of your hand. More Adventures, More
Locations, More Big Game! Big Buck Hunter Pro, Tournament Edition features 7 different
Adventures and 21 of the best big game locations all across North America. Hunt for Deer, Bison,
Bighorn Sheep, Elk, Antelope, Moose and more. All New Tournament Mode Enter Tournaments and
test your Big Buck Hunting skills against opponents from around the world. Weekly Tournaments
pay off coin prizes for the top scores posted. Novice, Intermediate, Elite and Professional
Tournament Classes allow you to compete against opponents of your experience and skill level. Not
My Jugs! Pappy, your guide, will teach you the basics of Big Buck Hunter Pro, introduce new game
features and offer some tips on how to help boost your scores. Badges and Bonus Games Earn
Badges by completing tasks during your hunting treks. Use your Badges to unlock Bonus Games. 70
unique Badges and 21 different Bonus Games in all. Power Ups Unlock 8 different Power Ups to help
you track, target and increase your hunting scores. Combos Use the new Combo Meter to step up
your hunting scores. Earn multiplier bonuses for every target you hit in
succession.http://www.lygiacampos.de/img/dcr-dvd610-manual-pdf.xml
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Facebook Support Sign in with Facebook and post your high scores, your unlocks and achievements
and Tournament winnings. Dont have an account. Sign up for free! The most common causes of this
issue areUsing GameFAQs regularly with these browsers can cause temporary and even permanent
IP blocks due to these additional requests. This triggers our antispambot measures, which are
designed to stop automated systems from flooding the site with traffic. Continued use of these apps
may cause your IP to be blocked indefinitely. There is no official GameFAQs app, and we do not
support nor have any contact with the makers of these unofficial apps. Please fill out the CAPTCHA
below and then click the button to indicate that you agree to these terms. Continued abuse of our
services will cause your IP address to be blocked indefinitely.FAQ Bookmarks Access and manage
the bookmarks you have added to different guides. Bounty Write a guide for a Most Wanted game,
get cash. Game Companies A list of all the companies that have developed and published games.
Game Credits A list of all the people and groups credited for all the games we know of. Most Wanted
The Top 100 popular games without full Guides on GameFAQs. My Games Build your game
collection, track and rate games. Rankings A list of games ranked by rating, difficulty, and length as
chosen by our users. Top 100 The Top 100 most popular games on GameFAQs today. Whats New
New games, guides, reviews, and more. All rights reserved. To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some
disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. This game
exceeded my expectations in every way.

I was a little hesitant to buy it at first after seeing several poor reviews, but looking into it further it
seemed everything people were complaining about was a simple fix. For example a lot of people
complained about it not being very accurate. Then I read a review where they explained youre
supposed to stand 610 ft away and the sensors should be fairly close to eye level. This turned out to
be true and if you follow the provided directions its very accurate and easy to use. The graphics are
great for what it is. Obviously if youre comparing it to xbox one or ps4 graphics it just doesnt
measure up. That was never the intent of the sure shot hd system. It was mainly meant to bring old
classic hunting arcade games like big buck hunter and big buck safari to your home. These games
never had the best graphics, but for what it is, the graphics are very good. Everyone of all ages in
my family absolutely love this game. Including the little grandkids, their parents, and even the
grandparents. I would highly recommend this product to anyone considering buying it. Reviewed in
the United States on June 27, 2018 I got this for my boyfriend for an anniversary present he is
obsessed with playing the arcade version at bars. Some of the reviews made me a bit nervous but



the good ones were good enough to take chance. He just opened the gift an hour ago.all I’ve heard
from him since is “this is so freaking cool!” over and over again. To be fair, it is a relatively cheap
system based on an old arcade game. Don’t expect PlayStation or whatever the kids are playing
these days topquality. But to put in his terms “oh my god it’s like I’m at the bar except I don’t have
to put another dollar in the machine” Success. EDIT a mere 3 weeks later and we’re having
problems we are stuck on a screen that says “looking for gun” everything is plugged in, lights are on
for both the receiver and the gun, but it’s not finding it. Super bummed.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/72748

Hoping we can find a way to fix this because the game has been incredibly fun until now. Please try
again later.Some of the reviews made me a bit nervous but the good ones were good enough to take
chance. Super bummed. Hoping we can find a way to fix this because the game has been incredibly
fun until now.Please try again later. Please try again later. Steven Broderick 5.0 out of 5 stars This
game exceeded my expectations in every way. I would highly recommend this product to anyone
considering buying it.Please try again later. Please try again later. R. FELIX 1.0 out of 5 stars I was
told by the seller I needed a 2.0 amp power adapter, so I purchased one, and that didnt change the
problem, so I purchased a different one, and that didnt work, then I purchased one that was 2.1
amps and that didnt resolve it, then I finally purchased one that was 3.0 amps and guess what.it still
didnt resolve it. Now, several months have passed and I still havent used this game a single day and
I still dont have a resolution from the seller. I asked for a refund and still no response. What a tease
with this game, and I really want to try it!Please try again later. Please try again later. Roxanne
grant 4.0 out of 5 stars Didn’t seem accurate. Even coming on screen Me and hubby both tried it
could not do well. We hunt a lot. The color and quality was very good great game over all. Gun was
ok and seem to be sturdy Think they should make adult size. Little better quality in the gun, After
pumping it so much worried it’s not gonna last,Please try again later. Please try again later. Mitchell
4.0 out of 5 stars I love this game in the arcade and having a home version is a dream come true.
The game functions well, the aiming is accurate enough that you dont notice any issues, and the
game runs great.
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However, the calibration can be a bit wonky when trying to set it up, and occasionally when
returning to the system hub the controller disconnects and you need to wait the 5 minutes for the
system to enter sleep mode before you can get it to reconnect. I found the best way to play is with
any main, overhead light turned off and that provided the best response from the controller. The
calibration and playing in the dark is the reason it doesnt get 5 stars, but it will certainly not stop me
from loving the heck out of it.Please try again later. Big lag and no accuracy.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Brock 1.0 out of 5 stars Support team SUCKS!! Buyer Beware!! I loved the
game when it worked, so i guessing the issue was most likely the gun, being its the only moving
component and more likely to have been wacked around by my kids than the receiver console on the
TV, i bought a new gun and gave that a shot. That didnt solve the issue, so I forked out even more
money and bought the complete system, again. It worked for 3 months and I took perfect care of it,
and then all of a sudden one day it couldnt find the gun, and remained suck scanning for gun after
all troubleshooting attempts failed to resolve the issue. I emailed support, and they took weeks to
get back to me, and offered no help at all. That was at least 1 year ago now. I have never been so
disappointed with a product or its support team ever in my lift. I find it interesting they have never
heard of this issue before, and apparently they dont have a fix for it either. Fun game while it lasts,
but buyer beware, purchase at your own risk and dont get too attached.Please try again later. Please
try again later. Joshua 1.0 out of 5 stars It would allow about 10 mins play time and freeze. Changed
batteries, purchased proper adapter, the whole 9 yards. Stinks because we were really excited, as
this is an arcade favorite.Please try again later. Please try again later. Morky 2.
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0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. James 5.0 out of 5 stars The only
recommendation that I have is to make sure that you follow the recommended distance away from
your tv when you are calibrating the gun. Otherwise, it can be very frustrating to set up. Its an
awesome way to have fun in the comfort of your own home and wear what you want to while you do
it!Please try again later. Please try again later. Something went wrong. View cart for details.User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. View cart for
details. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Please refer to Auction 35293 directly for more information. App Store is a service mark of Apple
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Please enable JavaScript in your browser for a better
shopping experience. For a better browsing experience consider upgrading your browser, or trying a
new one Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox. Each knife has been thoughtfully designed and
engineered using the best materials available. Plus, each knife is backed by Bucks 4Ever warranty
ensuring that yours will serve you for years to come. Primarily developed for arcades, it centers on
shooting up bucks without shooting a doe or female animal, thus ending the players turn
prematurely. Big Buck Hunter Pro and Big Buck Safari introduced a two gun platform, allowing
headtohead competition in addition to a variety of new animals and critters to hunt.If a game cabinet
is participating in a current tournament, the Tournaments button will appear on the first Game
Selection Screen. After selecting the Tournament button, the player can scroll through all
tournaments currently playing on that game cabinet. The Big Buck Hunter National Tournament
runs monthly usually from the 7th to the 27th of each month.

Players can find out about current tournament, prizes, participating locations and follow their
tournament ranking at the Big Buck Hunter Website.Petro thought that hunting games were popular
in homes but there was also a lack of those in arcades. He pitched the idea to the design team, and
shortly after started developing the prototype with Incredible Technologies doing the manufacture of
the arcade machine. Needing financial support to do an improved version of the game called Big
Buck Hunter Pro, the developers contacted Raw Thrills in 2006.In 2012, Big Buck HD was
released.Retrieved October 13, 2019. Retrieved October 13, 2019. October 25, 2016. Retrieved
October 13, 2019. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. The all new
control and aim mechanics will make this a must pick up and play arcade shooter experience. Travel



around the globe and take down wild game in Whitetail and Moose adventures or try your aiming
and speed skills in epic bonus challenges. Play alone or with a friend to compete for the highest
score, or try to beat the numerous bonus challenges. The perfect game for the Big Buck hunter fan,
with easy to pick up controls that still pack a challenge for experienced players 45 total hunting
levels Dangerous animal encounters 7 total bonus games Over 20 critters from Squirrels to Bats 2
player local multiplayer Online leader boards Big Buck Tour guide girls See retailer for details.All
rights reserved. GameMill Entertainment is a registered trademark of GameMill Entertainment,
LLC. Headquarters are in Redmond, Washington. Buck has been one of the biggest goto knife
makers for hunting and camping for decades. Whether you plan on hunting deer or duck, there’s a
Buck knife you should take with you. On the one hand, that’s a nice, strong legacy. The problem is
that any company that’s been around for that long has put out a lot of different products by
necessity.

www.orarestauratorisaf.it/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c478ea2
60b---canon-printer-pixma-mp780-manual.pdf

Buck knives might be the American hunting knife, but which Buck knife. In the first half of this blog
I’ve tried to categorize all these knives according their style or the collection they belong to. Not all
of them fit so cleanly into a category so you might see outliers, but every Buck knife that seemed to
me to be made especially for hunting is in the blog. In the second half I take some of the knives out
of the tables that I think are the best for small or large game and talk about them in a little more
detail. I think most people know what it means when they see BOS 420HC steel, but what about
DymaLux wood. I didn’t know either. Here’s what I’ve found about that kind of thing Edge2X Blade
Technology This is a whole “new” process of creating edges that Buck started in 1999. It involves
lasercutting machines and a different way of heat treating, but essentially it’s a reduced angle on the
edge’s bevel from what had been around 45 degrees total to 30 degrees total meaning a 15 degree
bevel on each side of the edge. This makes the blade a lot better at slicing, and a little easier to
sharpen, although it does require a gentler touch. Crelicam Ebony This is ebony wood bought from
the Crelicam wood mill owned by Madinter a wood supplier and Taylor Guitars a guitar
manufacturer. The idea of the company is to promote and encourage legal and ethical sourcing of
ebony wood, which has been a problem in the past. DymaLux Wood This is basically dyed birch
laminate injected with resin. If you were ever familiar with the Dymondwood scales Buck knives
used to have, it’s similar to that. Back to Top Hunters and Rangers The EDC Hunting Set These are
the designs that made everyone fall in love with Buck knives, and probably knives in general. The
110s and 112s have been around for a long time now, and we’ve never stopped buying the crap out
of them because they’re great EDCs, but hunting and general camping was their original intention.

Table of Buck 110 and 112 Variations Recently the 110 and 112 models have seen a lot of upgrades
recently. Buck updated everything in this series with different steels, handle materials, and carry
systems. The clip point blade style and blade sizes remain the same throughout every versions,
though. The 101 Hunter is exactly the same as your standard Buck 110 except it’s a fixed blade. I
don’t hear a lot of chatter about this little outlier, and I definitely don’t see many people carry it, but
it’s a nice thought from Buck, whether or not it’s actually a good idea. A fulltang 110 seems like a
neat thing to own. Check Price on Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon Back to Top Orphan Hunting
Knives There are a few good hunting knives by Buck that aren’t part of a series and don’t quite fit
cleanly into any category beyond “hunting”, so this is where they go. I’m putting them up here at the
beginning so they don’t get missed, because some of these really are fantastic knives. Many of these
are the kinds of knives you could take into the woods with nothing else. They all have pretty long
blade, but many are thin enough to work with smaller game in a pinch, and they can handle some
bushcraft and survival jobs a lot better than the skinningoriented knives that dominate this list.
Many are customizable, and Buck offers a decent range of handle and blade materials, but for the
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most part these are all 420HC with phenolic or DymaLux wood handles that could stand to be a little
grippier. Overall Size Blade Size Blade Style S30V Version Check Price On Amazon Check Price On
Blade HQ 102 Buck Woodsman 7.75” Overall 4.0” Blade Standard Clip point No S30V Version
Amazon Blade HQ 105 Pathfinder 9.125” Overall 5.0” Blade Modified Clip point No S30V Version
Amazon Blade HQ 118 Personal 8.5” Overall 4.5” Blade Modified Clip point No S30V Version
Amazon Blade HQ 119 Special 10.5” Overall 6.0” Blade Standard Clip point Has S30V Version
Amazon Blade HQ 120 General 12.0” Overall 7.

375” Blade Standard Clip point No S30V Version Amazon Blade HQ 124 Frontiersman 11.75”
Overall 6.25” Blade Slight Drop point No S30V Version Amazon Blade HQ Back to Top Open Season
Knives The Dedicated Hunting Set This is Buck’s dedicated hunting series. Whatever you’re planning
on doing or hunting on your next trip, Buck has tried to make a knife under this name that will be
perfect for the job. Right now, there are two versions of these knives made the regular Open Season
knives which are mostly BOS 420HC Steel and DymaLux scales, and the Pro versions, which have
S35V steel and Micarta scales. NOTE I left out the 550 Selector 2.0 here and put it in the Multitool
section. If you plan on packing gear through the woods for an extended period, PackLite blades are
made to be as light as possible and still offer the same degree of function you get from other Buck
knives. They aren’t the most comfortable knives, but that can be helped a little if you have some
paracord to spare. There’s a similar range of selection here to the Open Season knives, including
blades for small and large game, plus a few for dressing game in the field. None of these are
Leathermanstyle multitools with ten different kinds of bottle openers tucked inside the handle.
They’re taskdriven designs boiled down specifically to cater to hunting. It should be noted that the
550 Selector 2.0 is technically part of the Open Season series. Its overall design is the same as the
556 Open Season Folding Skinner, but the Selector’s interchangeable blade feature puts it in a
different class for me. It’s all well and good to compile all the hunting knives and organize them, but
they aren’t all made equal, even if they’re all made by Buck. So I’ve combed through the selection
and picked out what seemed like the actual best buys and done my best to separate them into knives
best for using on big game and knives best for using on small game so we can all lead happier lives.

Buck Knives for Hunting Big Game The rule of thumb as I understand it is that a knife should have a
fairly thick blade, a good curved belly, and a short tip if it’s being used for big game. I’m not here to
tell you how to skin a deer, but I need a simple way to organize all these damn knives, so here are all
the Buck hunting knives with thicker blades around or over 3 inches. 103 Skinner Overall Length
8.25” Blade Length 4.0” Blade Steel 420HC Style Skinner drop point Grind Hollow Handle Material
Phenolic or Cocobolor DymaLux Sheath Leather It’s hard to beat Buck’s dedicated skinning knife.
The 103 Skinner has an extra wide blade with a big curvy belly. This is easily one of the best knives
for big game on this list just based on its simple design and tough build. It does have a couple odd
issues, though. For example. The handguard seems like a weird feature when they could have had a
much larger and more comfortable finger choil without it. And the leather sheath, as nice as it is,
can only be a drop carry. That said, if you’re intention is dressing deer or boar in the field, you won’t
regret having the 103. Check Price on Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon 141 PackLite Large Skinner
Knife Overall Length 8.0” Blade Length 3.5” Blade Steel 420HC Style Recurve skinner Grind Hollow
Handle Material Stainless steel Sheath Nylon Variations Guthook blade The PakLite knives aren’t for
everyone, but they carry a lot of potential for a very small price. The PakLite Big Game Skinner is
skeletonized to reduce weight and features a pretty generous recurve. Buck actually came out with
this model because people kept saying they wanted a bigger version of the 140 which will come up
later. Common practice is to run paracord through the handle so you have something comfortable to
hold onto and have some extra rope on hand in case you really need it. There’s also a guthook
version if that’s your style. Check Price on Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon Omni Hunter 12pt
Overall Length 9.



75” Blade Length 4.0” Blade Steel 420HC Style Drop point skinner Grind Hollow Handle Material
Rubber Open System Thumbstud Carry System Nylon sheath Lock Type Liner Variations Folder,
Omni Hunter 10pt. The Omnihunter 12pt is around the same length range as the Esee 3 and 4. I’ve
listed this over the Omnihunter 10pt for that reason. It makes pretty strong competition in the 4inch
blade category. It’s comparatively cheap but still manages to provide plenty of durability and
comfort. Its handle material comes in a much wider range of patterns if you’re into that sort of thing,
and Buck makes it as a folder. The materials are arguably a downgrade from Esee stuff, but I haven’t
heard a lot of hunters complaining about Bucks 420 steel or rubber handles. Check Price on Blade
HQ Check Price on Amazon 401 Kalinga Knife Overall Length 10.0” Blade Length 4.75” Blade Steel
420HC Style Upswept skinner Grind Hollow Handle Material DymaLux redwood Carry System
Leather Sheath This is a materials update of an older model Buck came out with back in the 60’s
which unfortunately puts it in collector’s territory. It’s highpriced compared to a lot of other knife on
this list, and most people who buy just like to have it sit around and look pretty. That’s a shame
because as a biggame skinner and allaround camping task knife, the Kalinga is a great blade. That
huge upswept design and high grind make it good for skinning, but it’s also viable for carving and
chopping thanks to the generous finger choil and the thick spine. Check Price on Amazon 535 Open
Season Moose Skinner Overall Length 11.18” Blade Length 8.0” Blade Steel S35VN Style Spear
point Grind Hollow Handle Material Micarta Carry System Leather Sheath This is one of the few
Open Season knives that only seem to come in the S30V Pro version. I’m not sure what Buck’s
reasoning is for that. But people who hunt moose have something against 420HC.

Whatever the reason, it’s still a great knife designed for carving up exceptionally large game like
moose, I guess. The length of the edge provides plenty of room for angling the slice, and the spear
point plenty sharp to get the work started, and good strong base for when the work gets heavier.
Check Price on Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon Open Season Skinner Overall Length 8.25” Blade
Length 4.5” Blade Steel 420HC or S35VN Style Drop point Grind Hollow Handle Material DymaLux,
Micarta, or Thermopalstic Open System Thumbhole Carry System Polyester sheath Lock Type
Backlock Variations Folding, Pro, Guthook This is the larger version of the Open Season skinners
you’ll find the smaller version farther down. It also comes in a folding version, which is great if you
want a more compact way of carrying this knife. The polyester sheath for the folding Skinner is
definitely a lot easier to carry than the dropcarry of the fixed blade. It’s great all around once the
blade is out, though. It has just enough recurve to make slicing a lot easier, well placed jimping
along with a finger choil and a tough handle material that’s easy to clean. As one of Buck’s latest
hunting knife designs, it’s evidence of a pretty healthy direction for the company. Check Price on
Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon 685 Bucklite Max II Large Knife Overall Length 8.875” Blade
Length 4.0” Blade Steel 420HC Style Drop point Grind Hollow Handle Material Rubber Carry
System Polyester Variations Guthook First off, easily one of the best features about the BuckLite
Max series is the cost. This Large and Small knife are pretty incredible blades for the money. It’s a
sturdy knife with decent materials in the kind of design that you don’t mind getting dirty and is easy
to clean up anyway. You can also get the knife with a gut hook on the back of the blade. I have to
assume there are people out there who actually use that thing since Buck keeps making knives with
it.

Gut hook or not, though, this is a great knife for beginning and experienced hunters. Check Price on
Blade HQ Check Price on Amazon Vanguard Knife Overall Length 8.5” Blade Length 4.25” Blade
Steel 420HC Style Drop point Grind Hollow Handle Material DymaLuxWalnut Carry System Leather
sheath Buck can make all the updates and modern designs it wants to, it’s really hard to beat the
Vanguard for function and looks. The shape of the blade is versatile enough to use for bother small
and large game, and the knife itself is so tough and well balanced it ends up getting used for just
about everything when you’re in the bush. The handle can get a little slippery, and the sheath isn’t
exactly optimized for long hikes, but those are pretty monior issues in the face of overall design. The



Vanguard is not perfect, but it’s the kind of knife that makes you love its flaws. Check Price on Blade
HQ Check Price on Amazon Zipper Knife Overall Length Blade Length 4.25” Blade Steel 420HC
Style Guthook drop point Grind Hollow Handle Material Rubber or DymaLux Walnut Carry System
Leather or Nylon sheath I suspect the Buck Zipper was intended to be the guthooked version of the
Vanguard, which I disapprove of on principle. The Vanguard design is still good though, and if gut
hooks are what you go in for, the Zipper is definitely worth a look. It has essentially the same handle
and blade besides the hook on the back. The hook might make the tip fo the knife a little weaker, but
it’s still great for skinning, and you really shouldn’t be stabbing with this thing too much anyway.
Check Price on Amazon Buck Knives for Hunting Small Game Again, I’m not about to tell you how to
dress a bird or a rabbit, but the common line separating small game knives from big game knives is
a thin blade and a long sharp point. It should also probably be a little smaller so it’s easier to
maneuver the blade around all the tiny bones and parts that come with smaller game.
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